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In the game of American Football, the offense has become a sort of art form. To                

outmatch defenses is still the hardest thing to do in the sport, so throughout the years,                

this “art form” has continuously evolved to put up more and more points. But how               

specifically has the offense changed from the beginning of football? How has the             

offense developed over the years to what it is today? 

Various offenses have been developed over the years for a multitude of reasons,             

but mainly the reason for so many advances has been to combat advances within              

defenses to stop what the offense wants to do. Predictability is an offense’s worst              

enemy, because a defense can stop any play if they know it is coming. So offenses                

have had to keep morphing and keep adapting to stay one step ahead of the defense.                

Other reasons for evolving offenses include rule changes, (legal forward pass and            

blocking), as well as rule exploitations (A-11 Offense), statistical analysis (Kevin Kelley),            

and defensive matchup difficulties (NFL). 



Offenses have become more reliant on the passing game more and more as time              

has gone on. Due to a number of reasons,the passing game has contributed to more               

plays run, more yards, and more points per game. For one, it has a greater opportunity                

for big plays, averaging 6.6 more yards per completion that rushing attempt in 2012.              

Also, for every incompletion, the clock stops. Thus, the more pass plays are run, the               

more plays are run in general. More plays equal more opportunities to score, increasing              

offensive output. This is proven by the fact that in the 2012 season, 8 of the top 10                  

scoring offenses were in the upper half of the league in passing yards (Powell-Morse). 

Another big change to the offense in the last decade, especially in college             

football, is the no-huddle spread offense. The no-huddle, up-tempo, spread offense has            

taken over the college football landscape and has skyrocketed the number of points             

scored. Again this plays into the fact that offenses can run more plays if they stop                

huddling. The no-huddle spread offense also does not allow the defense to make             

substitutions between plays, causing player fatigue and mismatches on the defense that            

the offense can take advantage. Defense have adjusted accordingly though, putting           

more and more nickel and dime packages on the field, meaning more defensive backs              

on the field to counteract the number of wide receivers on the field. But now, offenses                

are further evolving the no-huddle spread offense into a no-huddle pro style offense, the              



difference being that there are more tight ends and running backs on the field. These               

players present a mismatch for all the defensive backs on the field, while experiencing              

still less fatigue than the defense. Some of the best colleges are running this type of                

offense like Alabama, USC, and Arkansas (Samuels). 

Sometimes offenses have to go to extreme levels to be able to score points.              

Defenses are just so adept and overpowering that coaches have to be very creative in               

order to fool them. The best example of this is Piedmont High School in California.               

According to Football's A-11 Offense: An Illegal Procedure? , Kurt Bryan, the head            

coach at Piedmont High School, developed the A-11 Offense where all players can be              

eligible to catch a forward pass or run the ball as long as they are in an eligible position,                   

bending the rule book to their advantage. The A-11 spreads out a typical formation, to               

the point where the defense cannot tell the difference between an eligible receiver and a               

designated lineman. This offense is very tricky to defend and has brought Piedmont             

success in last couple seasons, going 7-4 and 8-3 in back-to-back seasons. Coach             

Bryan stated that the reason for developing this offense was because their school did              

not have the top athletes like other schools in their division, so to even out the playing                 

field, they needed to be a little more tricky to hang with the big boys. 



Many types of innovative offenses like this are created and developed at the high              

school level for similar reasons. If these offenses are successful, they trickle up into the               

playbooks of college teams and sometimes even pro teams. An example of this would              

be the service academies in college football. All three D1 services academies run             

different forms of the triple option. The reason they do this is because service              

academies do not get the same caliber of recruits that other top schools get. So to stay                 

competitive, they use the triple option which takes advantage of smaller but faster             

linemen. True triple option (split back veer) was developed by Houston’s Bill Yeoman in              

1964 after he was inspired by multiple high school teams, and debuted it in a game                

against Penn State. Emory Bellard of Texas then used triple option but tinkered it into               

what is known as the wishbone. The wishbone was adopted by multiple big time college               

programs like Alabama and Oklahoma. Then came the I-bone, used by Colorado and             

Nebraska. All these schools adopted this offense and used it to great success.             

However, the offense began to die out by the late 90’s. But it was not because it was                  

not it stopped producing success. Lou Holtz’s explanation for the decline of the option              

offense in college football was recruiting reasons. Because no NFL team ran the option,              

none of the top recruits wanted to go to schools that ran the option because it wouldn’t                 

prepare them for the NFL. But the new trend of the spread offense employs multiple               



types of option looks. Then Paul Johnson developed the flexbone offense at Navy and it               

was adopted by Air Force and Army. The only other D1 team to use true triple option is                  

Georgia Tech where Paul Johnson coaches now. However, the newfound spread           

offenses are employing more and more option schemes each year (Burger23). 

Other times, offenses develop as a combination of offenses before them. This is             

exemplified the NFL coach Kyle Shanahan. Kyle Shanahan, former offensive          

coordinator of the NFC Champion Atlanta Falcons, now the head coach of the San              

Francisco 49ers, is the son of the former great NFL coach, Mike Shanahan. Kyle had               

begun his NFL tenure under his father and uses many similar elements in his offense to                

his father. However, other coaches along the way have rubbed off on him as well, each                

shaping more his offensive mind. All these influences helped Kyle Shanahan to run the              

top offense in the NFL in 2016, a mix of a west coast passing scheme with a pro-style                  

shotgun running game including many option looks as well through the pistol formation             

(Maske). 

Originally, American football resembled greatly its predecessor rugby. It was not           

until the 1880 U.S. College Football rules convention, where Walter Camp proposed a             

number of rule changes that would give birth to modern day American football. Camp’s              

biggest rule change was the institution of the line of scrimmage where a team would               



have an uncontested opportunity to snap the ball back to their own team after a player                

was tackled. Camp also introduced down-and-distance, interference (blocking), the         

seven-man-line, and the safety. Camp even produced the first offense known as the             

single and double wing formation, the first of its kind to have a seven-man-line and a                

four-man-backfield as well as a shotgun snap from center (Wikipedia). 

Football was also greatly changed by the forward pass which was instituted in             

1906, most notably with the help of Glenn “Pop” Warner and President Theodore             

Roosevelt. This was in response to a growing number of injuries and even deaths within               

the game. This rule change was meant to spread the game out more and prevent more                

collisions between players (Wikipedia). These rule changes shape what is modern           

American Football and modern-day offenses as well. 

Since the earliest days of football, the offense has changed a lot. College football              

has now seen the takeover of the spread offense in college football, starting in the early                

2000’s. The spread offense originates from a high school football in Washington State             

even though many believe it to be the creation of Dutch Meyer,TCU head coach in the                

1930’s. However, Meyer’s spread offense is too dissimilar to today’s style. This just             

goes to show how the most creative and innovative offenses originate in the lower              



levels of football (high school) and begin to catch on in the higher levels as well                

(Wright). 

Today, the quarterback is the main staple for just about every offense and             

typically a great quarterback means a great offense. The passing game is so big today               

that without a great quarterback, the offense falters. There are huge advantages of             

having a quarterback that can not only pass the ball, but run it too. He included all the                  

different ways offenses employ their QBs as running backs, including Options, Sneaks,            

Draws, and Bootlegs. The basis of his argument for a more mobile quarterback is that               

typically the QB is the most skilled player on the field, and should therefore run the ball                 

often (Brophy). 

Personally, I expect offenses to keep changing and evolving as time goes on             

because defenses are ever changing as well. As technology improves too, film and             

statistical analysis can only get better. For technological reasons, I believe offenses will             

further highlight defensive mismatches as they are able to create more and more             

detailed scouting reports of defenses. I believe that the amount of audibles and preplay              

changes will increase as well due to the fact that scouting reports are becoming so               

advanced. Offenses are better able to see what a defense presents and change their              



play accordingly. The future of football looks increasingly complex and this should make             

sports-buffs that much more excited. 
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